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Jersey City, NJ, (JC) located across the Hudson River from New York City (NYC), is 

often included within the restricted boundaries of the New York City English (NYCE) dialect 
area (e.g., Bronstein 1962, Labov 2007), but there is no study of JC evaluating the 
appropriateness of this inclusion. This paper addresses this gap using phonetic analysis of 
sociolinguistic interviews of twelve JC natives. The vowel phonologies of both European 
Americans and African Americans from JC are compared to the NYCE speakers analyzed in 
Labov et al (2006) and Coggshall and Becker (2010). Of particular interest are the classic 
features of NYCE: the short-a split, the rising and in-gliding of /ɔ/, and the backing of the 
nucleus in /aI/.  

With its proximity to Ellis Island, JC was traditionally a landing spot for immigrants, but 
today it enjoys the label of “the Sixth Borough” due to a recent influx of white, middle class 
commuters. Most JC natives, however, do not spend time in NYC nor do they feel any 
identification with NYC.  Instead, there is a fair amount of animosity for the behemoth across the 
river. Yet among European American speakers from JC, we find strict adherence to some of the 
most complicated vowel patterns of NYCE; African American speakers follow similar patterns 
to that of African Americans in NYC, using the /ɔ/ but not the other features of NYCE.  
This paper emphasizes the need for sociolinguists to look beyond the boundaries of major 
metropolises. In this case, JC speakers have been sucked into the “great sink of negative 
prestige” that is NYCE (Labov 1966: 499) without having the social interaction with New 
Yorkers that would presuppose such an assertion. Further, these findings raise questions about 
the transmission and maintenance of stigmatized dialect features when the catch-all “identity” is 
no longer appropriate.   
  
 


